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SUPERNATURAL POWERS AND
CRIMINAL LAW
A Study With Particular
Reference to Nigeria
J. D. OJO
University of Mbadan, Nigeria

One of the problems plaguing the African today is how to
reconcile his past with the present. No matter how well
educated many Africans are, most of them still believe that
there are supernatural powers like witches and Juju. They may,

however, not know the extent of the mischief these powers
could perpetrate. At times, they may flatly reject or deny the

existence of such powers in order not to be labelled as still
belonging to their primitive past, but when they are left on their

own, they would confess that there are several mysteries
around them they could not explain and they would invariably
ascribe these to supernatural powers.
An attempt will be made in this article to discuss the

experiences of some people in these matters, to examine
critically some of the court decisions on cases involving the use
AUTHOR'S NOTE: The field work on which this article is based was carried
out between February and March 1977. It involved extensive interviews with
several people knowledgeable in the fields of Western scientific medicine,
traditional medicine, andseveral laymen. To mention afew, Iam particularly
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of supernatural powers, and lastly to find out whether the
courts are right in relying on Western scientific approach and

knowledge to deal with matters which are peculiarly traditional.

Chambers Encyclopaedia (1970: 293-294) defines superstition as
the term used to describe a credulous attitude towards the
supernatural in relation to beliefs and practices surviving from
primitive states of culture. . . . The contradictory and often
indeterminate character of these beliefs shows that they are an
unorganized series of survivals of earlier cult practices which
have lingered on long after they have lost their original meaning
and purpose in society. They tend to recur chiefly under
abnormal circumstances such as in times of war, epidemic or at
other occasions of great provocation, though many survive as
obsolete and picturesque adjuncts of folk festivals and religious
observances. Only a very small minority in a modern community treats them seriously.

Idowu (1973: 175), however, believes that while magical
elements often intrude into the practice of religion, "magic" in
the form of "fetish" is not really necessary for those who are
upright. He maintains that "the aid of magic is sought by those
who are not sure of their character or those who are positively
wicked." This view presupposes that African magical powers
are only used to cause mischief. This is surely a misconception
of fact. African native medicine can be used to cure ailments as
well as to destroy people. It is the same with all forms of
medicine. The European medicine can be used for both
purposes. A wicked person can collect any poisonous drug and
administer it on an enemy, just like any native doctor can do
grateful to Dr. Ayoade, Dr. Akinola, Professor Hirst, Professor Adeloye,
Mr. Avbiorokoma, Mrs. Kemi Ajayi, Dr. Omolewa (all of the University of
Ibadan); some members of the staff of the Ministry of Justice, Oyo State;
members of the staff of the University of Ibadan Library; and others too
numerous to mention, for granting me audience. I must add, however, that
none of the above is responsible for any shortcomings in this article.
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with the traditional herbs or mere incantation. It is the
character of the persons concerned that is relevant here.
There is no doubt that people think more of these supernatural powers during moments of strains and stresses, for a man
would forget supernatural powers when there are no problems.

It is, however, a debatable point whether a belief in supernatural powers is peculiar only to the so-called "primitive"

societies, usually referred to nowadays as "developing" countries. In the developed countries like Britain, many people still
believe in the power of witches and proclaim this belief openly.

An attempt will be made here to relate some of the shocking
experiences of James Neal, who took up a job in Ghana in

November 1952 as Chief Investigations Officer in a newly
established department that covered Investigation and Security. He saw this as a challenging job and was looking forward to

putting his best into it. However, he lamented that he was

forced to give this job up because of Black Magic or Juju. In his
reminiscences (Neal, 1966: 13), he said that

if anyone had told me then that Black Magic, or Juju, would
endanger my life almost continuously, and eventually force me
to choose between giving up my highranking position and
accepting certain death, I would have laughed outright. I hadn't
spent half a life time in overseas Government Services without
developing a hard streak of scepticism where superstition and
the like were concerned. But, of course, in Accra, at the
beginning, I had no idea of the terrifying experiences that lay
ahead.

The following are two of his mysterious experiences which
are fully discussed in chapters 1 and 2 of his Juju in My Life. In
"The tree that wouldn't move," he relates how in an attempt to
build the Tema Port, a tree had to be uprooted. A Fetish Priest
had to be called after all attempts to uproot the small tree with
bulldozers and other mechanical means had failed. To appease

the spirit in the tree, the Fetish Priest demanded 3 sheep, 3
bottles of gin, and payment of ?100 if he succeeded in persuading the spirit to leave the tree to enable the area to be
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cleared immediately. After the Fetish Priest had killed the
sheep by cutting their throats in a ceremonial manner and then
letting their blood trickle into the ground at the bottom of the
tree, he poured some of the gin around the base of the tree as a

libation to the spirit, and started to recite some incantations.
After all the rituals had been performed, the Fetish Priest said
"O Master, the spirit of this tree has agreed that he will leave his
old tree and make his house in another and even better tree"
(Neal, 1966: 23). A tree which could not be uprooted by
bulldozer and tractors was thereafter immediately uprooted by
simply putting a rope round the tree with a few men pulling it.

Neal (1966: 24), commenting on this experience, said that
during the drive back to Accra I kept on thinking about the tree
and the Fetish Priest. As far as his statement was concernedthat a spirit occupied the tree, thus making its uprooting

impossible while he lived in it-well, I wasn't so sure. But there
was no doubting the fact that something very strange indeed
had happened.

In his second account, in "I became a target for Juju," he
narrates how he conducted an investigation against a Section

Officer who extorted varying amounts of money from certain
cocoa farmers by claiming that unless they gave him money, a
new road under construction would pass over their land.
This Section Officer, Kobla Nyame, was arrested and

charged to court but was later released on bail. He threatened,

however, that he would see a big Juju man who would kill all
those people who agreed to give evidence against him, if they

did not abandon the prosecution. In addition, he boasted that
Neal and his assistant, Adjei, would regret having brought the
case against him.
A few days later, two of the principal witnesses died
suddenly. Neal (1966: 26) expresses his shock at this since
"both had been extremely fit and healthy cocoa farmers," and
wondered whether it was mere coincidence that they both had
died within days of being threatened by Nyame (that they
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would be killed by Juju attack if they persisted with their
intention of appearing as witnesses for the prosecution).
Another drama that hit the case was that, when Nyame was

brought into court for his trial, the presiding judge suddenly
fell so extremely ill that the case had to be adjourned. The judge
had a recurrence of the illness several times and each time this

happened, the case was adjourned. At last, the case was
concluded and Nyame, the Section Officer, was sentenced to
two years' imprisonment. As he was leaving the courtroom, he

muttered something to the effect that his revenge would be
striking at Neal soon.
Neal then recalls how, on many occasions afterward, he
found his tires slashed, his radiator drained of water, car doors

forced open with a steel bar, the car registration plate ripped
off, and various other damage done. Somebody had poured

Juju in his car, the harmful effect of which had to be warded
by the performance of some traditional rites to counteract the

effect of the Juju spell.
He describes how within a week of this case, he fell ill
without warning and was rushed to the European Hospital. He
wrote that a series of tests showed that there was a certain virus

attacking his blood but that the exact cause of this could not be
traced. After 3 weeks in the hospital, he was discharged, but
when there was no improvement, a native doctor called Tettey

was summoned. The native doctor told Neal that "it was a Juju
attack that caused your illness." He continued, "A Juju attack

that caused you to go to hospital, and because it was Juju the
European doctors could not tell what was wrong with you"
(Neal, 1966: 34).

After all his harrowing experiences in Ghana, Neal (1966:
191) concludes:
whatever the answers may be, whatever theories may be put

forward, all I know is that in ten years in Ghana I was both
victim to and observer of the inexplicable effects of a strange
and frightening force. I have my own eyes and ears to believe,
my own intelligence to depend on, my injuries to confront me
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every waking hours of my life. There is not a shred of dou
my mind today that the African, in his own mysterious w
has harnessed one of the strangest powers of all-the thing
call Juju.

Gunther (1955: 293-294), writing also on "witchcraft and
Black Magic," said that "belief in magic is almost universal
throughout Black Africa, and so is fear of witchcraft." He
warned, however, that
we in the United States or Great Britain should think twice
before we dismiss the primitive beliefs of Africans as balderdash or laugh at their occult customs. I saw a dead parrot on
sale as a fetish (it was wrapped in cornhusks) in one African
bazaar; disgusting, of course. But we use fetishes like foxtails on
automobiles. Do you, in Brooklyn or Bognor Regis, like to
walk under ladders, sit down thirteen at dinner, or light three
cigarettes from the same match? Do you ever knock on wood?

From the above, it can be seen that Africans are not the only
ones who have superstitious beliefs. Gunther (1955: 296) goes
further to give some stories about the bewildering effects of
witchcraft on Europeans. He narrates how a girl called
Nechiskwa in Mashonaland (Southern Rhodesia) was dedicated from birth to be a rain goddess. She lived alone on a
remote mountain with her mother. No one ever saw her except
a witchdoctor called Chigango. The people in the town decided
to apprehend the man who must have interfered with the
arcane powers of the rain goddess, since the rains did not come
to the land that year. One young man called Manduza was
accused of defiling her by having intercourse with her and he
was burned to death. Immediately, the rains began.
The British authorities, incensed at this barbarous act,
arrested Chigango and 3 other men for murder and sentenced
them to terms of imprisonment in jail. The rains stopped
immediately. Chigango was eventually let out of jail and the
rains began again. Gunther asks how phenomena like these
were to be explained, purely by concidence?
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Again at Nwalule, in the Chinzali district of then Northern
Rhodesia (now Zambia), the natives held as holy a certain

burial place where their chiefs have been interred for generations and disliked to have outsiders visit the cemetery. They
used to say that evil would befall any white man that
penetrated the place. A European new to the area went into the
sacred spot by mistake. Returning to the nearby quarters of the
DC, he was killed by an extraordinary accident. A flagpole
cracked suddenly, falling on his head. The next day, the DC
went out to the burial ground himself to investigate. Driving
back, his truck got out of control and crashed down a hillside
into a shallow river. He was pinned under the wreck and
drowned in 18 inches of water (Gunther, 1955: 297). Gunther

asks whether this too was perhaps a coincidence.

As for the power of "Juju," or native medicine, it is very
difficult, as shown above, to measure its impact on the more
advanced nations, since its influence is mainly confined to the

developing countries. For, a white man who can only believe
matters which could be subject to empirical analysis would
describe such claims as either preposterous or mad. Most
Europeans even reject the claims that some native doctors have
the powers to make rain, kill snakes, and destroy human beings
with the force of charms. Hence Gunther, in his account,
wondered whether the experiences as described above were
coincidences.
Majasan (1974), in his inaugural lecture on "Indigenous
Education and Progress in Developing Countries," told the
story of a chemistry graduate who was going in for his Viva
Voce examination for a higher degree. A chair nail caught his
pocket and a talisman dropped on the floor. His two mates
were stunned at this. He quietly picked up and mumbled. "Not
that I believe in it but I was persuaded to use it!" Majasan
(1974: 11) concluded: "This shows how difficult it is to get away
from indigenous culture. Unless the individual is his real self he
cannot perform at his best."
Similarly, Maclean (1971: 140), discussing "Magic and
Medicine, Religion and Belief," also maintains that
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it is sometimes assumed that education will eliminate traditional practices, but Ghananian University Students of the
present day have by no means relinquished their elders' beliefs
in supernatural powers. Students also assert that they have
personal evidence for the continued activity of witches and
produce stories which presuppose the continuing reality of
witchcraft powers.

There was an incident some few months ago in an office in a
big town in Nigeria. One of the workers collected the keys to
the offices of three of his colleagues by falsely representing to
the porters on duty at the key box that the head of the unit had
given him some assignments in those offices. He bluntly
refused to sign for the keys and, after he had successfully
entered two of the offices, he poured native medicine in them.
He then returned the three keys and told the porters that he did
not enter the offices after all.
That night, one of those affected discovered this strange
sight and quickly ran to the head of the department to report

his findings. The head of department was so frightened of this
that he decided to institute a full scale inquiry into the native

Juju incident.
As soon as the workers learned of this the following day, the
whole atmosphere became tense. Everyone started to look here

and there for strange materials that resembled Juju and started
to issue frantic instructions that no one should under any
circumstance collect the keys leading to their offices.
The black powder spread in the rooms were then collected
and sent to the laboratory for an examination. This strange

procedure baffled many people. In a situation where an

allegation about Juju is made, the best method ought to ha
been to send the materials thus collected into a research

laboratory where people specialize in traditional medicine.
The people affected started to receive both phone and

personal calls of sympathy. Almost all that spoke condemned
the act as atrocious, and many of them warned that unless the
rooms were thoroughly cleaned and purged of the dangerous

effects of the Juju, it was not safe to work in such rooms.
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The man who committed this offense was apprehended and,
when questioned, he could not give a satisfactory answer for
his conduct. He was immediately ostracized by his co-workers,
and when an attempt was made to post him out to work with
those people who claimed that they did not believe in the force
of native medicine, they all turned down the offers and
confessed that the man was dangerous. On inquiry, some of

them told me that the man could kill them with such medicine.
The present author interviewed about 50 top executive in
this establishment. About 90% confessed that they believed in
the force of native medicine, and out of the remaining 10% who
said they did not, not one of them was willing to offer this man
a chance in his section.

There is no denying the fact that just as the traditional
method could not be employed to test Western medicines, so
should the Western scientific method not be used to test
traditional medicine. The Lagos Weekly Record (1929) contained some activities of a Dr. Sapara. It stated that Sapara's
knowledge of traditional medicine became so profound that in
criminal cases connected with their use, his expert knowledge
was sought and respected by the bar and bench. An example

was cited that at the November Assizes of Lagos in 1929, he
was called to adjudicate on the nature of the traditional
medicine found on two robbers apprehended while burgling a
house at Offin Road, Lagos.

If the courts could adopt this progressive stand in 1929, it is
rather disheartening that the courts have now abandoned this
method and have, as some of the cases below will show, leaned
more heavily now on using Western techniques to decide cases
on all forms of supernatural powers, and any claim that cannot

be so proved is disbelieved. This is a very wrong approach
which ought to be reviewed.
Quite recently, there was a "mystery birth" at the state
hospital at Abeokuta, Ogun State, Nigeria. The midwives who
delivered an expectant woman of a baby at the hospital

discovered two giant needles (abere oporo) with thread in the
placenta of the woman.
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When contacted, a medical officer at the hospital said that
the incident was one of those mysteries in the medical field to

which an answer could not be readily given. He said that it was
a pity the authorities refused to recognize the fact that there

was African Juju which works wonders. A local herbalist,
commenting on this incident, said also that the woman and her
child were very lucky, adding that needles and thread found in

a woman's placenta were a kind of Juju that could prolong a
pregnancy for years. (Daily Sketch, March 21, 1977: 24) The
stories of such strange objects like the one discussed above are
usually heard of all over the country.

In an occurrence which had just happened in Ibadan (the
capital of Oyo State in Nigeria), the Nigerian Tribune of
March 14, 1977 told the story of "How Aboke Died." There
was a disagreement between the Olubadan of Ibadan and the

traditional Aboke, Chief Olaopa Opakunle. As a result of this,
the Olubadan, contrary to tradition, appointed a new Aboke,
Chief Agboola Akanmu Kilanko. The new Aboke, in an

interview reported by the Nigerian Tribune on January 31,
1977, said that he first rejected the offer and told the Olubadan
that "I am not fit to pervert the course of tradition." Despite
this, he was, after some persuasion, installed the new Aboke on
February 18, 1977.
The old Aboke warned that if the new Aboke performed the

traditional Oke-Ibadan Annual Festival contrary to tradition,

that the new Aboke would die within seven days of the
incident.

The new Aboke ignored this warning and went ahead to

perform the rites. But on the afternoon of the seventh day, after
the performance of this traditional rite, the new Aboke,
without any previous ailment, died in his sleep.
An eyewitness gave this account of the incident:
You see, I was with him from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. that day playing
the game of 'Ayo', after that he told me he was billed to meet the
Olubadan that day at 5 p.m., but that he wanted to rest for an
hour. Surprisingly, Chief Akanmu did not wake up again. We
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touched him he was motionless. I have never seen such death
my life [Nigerian Tribune, March 14, 1977: 16].

This tragedy, though serious, cannot be punished under
criminal law since no crime has been committed by Chief
Opakunle, and there is no positive act or attempt to kill the late
Chief Akanmu. All we can say is that the death of Chief
Akanmu lacked an important element of "causation" and can
only be taken as mysterious.

Idowu (1973: 195), discussing a similar situation when
treating the principle of contiguity (which is based on the
notion that things in contact with each other will continue to
interact even when the contact is broken) said that one practice
is

lacerating an enemy's footprint with a poisoned knife or
pricking it with a needle that has been dipped in poison; the
belief is that the foot which had made the print would thus be
effectively poisoned. A person's chewing-stick or a woman's
menstrual pad, according to the belief, may be used to the same
end.

This would support the views held by Alan Milner (1972:
11), when discussing the conflicting structures in the community, that
unless there is sufficient rapport between the legal system and
the society in which it operates, the formal enactment of a new
system cannot lead to the abandoning of the old. . .. For
example, the old practices associated with witchcraft and Juju
show continued vitality although they were legally prohibited
at the beginning of the century. It is not uncommon today to
receive reports of the trials by ordeal of suspected witches or of

the flourishing commercial operation of shrines and oracles.

The above accounts have demonstrated in clear terms that
there are mysteries yet in Africa which are still difficult to
explain. Should the law refuse to recognize these and simply
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dismiss them as primitive notions of illiterate, miseducated or
ill-equipped Nigerians who have not imbibed the European
culture in its totality? Are we Nigerians still haunted by the
ghosts of the past, or are we prepared to describe the above

experiences as mere coincidences? These are difficult questions
to answer. But whatever others may say, there is no doubt that
we in Africa still believe in the harmful effect of some powers
vaguely described as "Supernatural Powers," of which we still
have no full explanation.

An attempt will now be made to examine very critically
some court decisions on these and find out to what extend the
judges, interpreting the laws, have given credence to these
beliefs in their judgments.

In R. v. Nwaoke (1939), the appellant was charged with
murder of one Nwoacha, convicted of manslaughter, and
sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment with hard labor. He
appealed to the West African Court of Appeal (WACA)
against this conviction. It was explained that the deceased was
at one time the wife of the accused. She refused to continue to
live with him and, as a result of this, the accused asked for the
repayment of his? 1:lOs, the "head money." Both Nwoacha
and her mother promised to repay the money as soon as they
could do so, but the accused was not satisfied with these

promises. He brought a Juju called Onye Uku, pointed it
towards the deceased, and said something like "since you
refuse to pay me my money, this Juju will kill you, or since you
refuse to pay me you shall no more eat or drink."
He left the Juju at the house of the deceased. It was proved
that Nwoacha, the deceased, was much affected in mind by this
Juju and the threat. She became very depressed, although there
was no evidence that she stopped eating or drinking or that her
physical health was in any way affected. Six days after the
accused had brought the Juju, Nwoacha went out to hang
herself. Butler Lloyd A. G. (C.J.) Nigeria, Graham, Pauland
Brooke J.J. said:
There is no evidence whatever that the invoking of this Juju, to
the knowledge of the accused at the time he invoked it, would be
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reasonably likely to cause the deceased to take her own life, and
in our opinion that element of reasonable likelihood must be
present in order to make Section 310 applicable [R. v. Nwaoke,
1939: 121].

Hence the appeal was allowed and the conviction and sentence
were quashed.

In a place like Africa, where many people believe in the force

of native medicine, such threats as these ought to have been

severely punished. After all, the accused left the Juju in th
house. The mere sight of this would continually terrify the
deceased, after which she committed suicide. The accused

ought to have been punished under s. 310 of the Criminal
Code, which allows for the punishment of those people who
cause death by threats.

In R. v. Odo (1938), the appellants were convicted with the
first accused by the judge of Enugu-Onitsha Division of the
High Court on March 9, 1938, of pervertingjustice contrary to
s. 126(2) of the Criminal Code. The three accused persons on
the night of January 16, 1938, placed "magic" powder in the
courtroom of the Idodo native court with the intention of
influencing the District Officer and the court members to enter
a favorable judgment in respect of litigation in which the first
accused was directly concerned and the second and the third
were indirectly concerned; hence, by so doing, each accused
attempted by supernatural means to pervert the course of
justice.
The accused persons put some black powder on the table

and chairs in the courtroom as a charm in order that the

District Officer might decide the case in their favor. The trial
judge accepted what the first appellant said: that "we did not

bring any poison to kill any, but medicine to make the
whiteman give judgments in our favor."
They were convicted under s. 126(2) of the Criminal Code,
and they appealed to WACA. Kingdom C. J., delivering the
decision of WACA, said
it seems advisable to point out that a person may lawfully hold a
belief whether based on superstition or not, that by some
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intrinsically innocuous and inoffensive act, he can influence a
decision of a court in his favour. The mere doing of such an act
in this case cannot constitute an offense against section 126(2)
of the Criminal Code [R. v. Odo, 1938: 73].

The appeal against the convictions of both appellants was
allowed, their convictions were quashed, and a verdict of
acquittal was entered.
Unlike R. v. Nwaoke (1939), evidence showed that the

messenger of the court and the rest house caretaker had already
swept off the bad medicine before the court sat, hence the
impact could not be felt. If a matter like this had been handled
by a panel consisting mainly of Africans, the decision would
probably have been different. They would have believed that

the appellants were bent on perverting justice by Juju and they
would have been punished for this.

In Akerele v. Inspector General of Police (1955), the
appellant was convicted under s. 210(6) of the Criminal Code

in that on August 10, 1954, at Oyo, he unlawfully accused one
Taiwo Amoke of being a witch. It was argued by the defense
that the facts did not amount to an accusation because the
appellant merely went to the complaintant's house to ask her
whether it was true that she said she was a witch and that she

killed one Bode. But the prosecution, on the other hand,
maintained that the appellant did more than this; that he
accused the complainant of witchcraft, of killing one Bode,
and of wanting to kill him (the appellant) also. The trial court

accepted the evidence of the prosecution and rejected the
evidence offered by the appellant.

Ademola, J., delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court,
said that
it appears to me that the short history behind this chapter of the
Code is to prohibit indiscriminate accusations of witchcraft and
to stop the practice of trial by ordeal and the like by making
them punishable. In some parts of the country, accusations of
witchcraft are visited with trial by ordeal and the taking of
sasswood or other poison in order that the person accused
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may show that she is not a witch. These, in many cases have
resulted in grave consequences and deaths. The object of the
section of the code, to my mind, is to stop such accusations
which, in some cases have led to unnecessary ordeal and deaths
[Akerele v. Inspector General of Police, 1955: 37].

The appeal was hence dismissed.

One cannot but support the reasoning of Ademola J. in this
case. A man who, without just cause, accuses another person of
being a witch should be regarded as attempting to cause public
mischief and should be punished for his recklessness. To
dismiss the accusation as ajoke will encourage others to spread
such vicious rumors about others in future.
In West v. Police (1952), the appellant was charged under s.

210(d) of the Criminal Code of invoking prohibited Juju. The
appellant was quarrelling with her husband about money and
some persons present were on the point of taking him away,
whereupon the appellant angrily said "anybody who takes him
away this night let Angulama Nom-Awo kill him and his
family." When they said they would report her saying so, she
repeated the words, adding that whoever reported her "let him
first put ?200 before the Juju." On this account, they did not
take the husband away and went off.

She was convicted on a charge that she "invoked a

prohibited Juju known as Angulama Nom-Awo."

Hubbard J., delivering the decision of the Supreme Court,
held that the facts as proved did not in his view amount to an
offense under s. 210(d) of the Criminal Code. He said that

the particulars in the charge sheet, which charges the appellant
with invoking a prohibited Juju, appear to show that the
prosecution in error thought that the offence was committed by
acting in contravention of the prohibited Juju (Angulama
Nom-Awo) order in Council, 1951, which provides that the

'worship or invocation of the Juju known as Angulama NomAwo is hereby prohibited', that is not so" [West v. Police, 1952:
72].
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He also said that it was the worship or invocation which was
prohibited. He concluded that
after considering this matter carefully I have come to the
conclusion that it would be an unwarranted stretch of language
to speak of a person as being present at his own sole worship or

invocation of a Juju, and also that in a consideration of the

whole sub-section it would appear that something more formal
is intended than is revealed by the evidence, something in which
several persons, certainly at least two persons are concerned
[West v. Police, 1952: 73].

The appeal was allowed.

One would tend to agree with the views of Hubbard J. in that
the mere invocation of a prohibited Juju should not be subject
to criminal prosecution. But in a situation where the invoca-

tion of a Juju leads now to disastrous consequences, it is still a
moot point whether the man calling to his aid this Juju could be
prosecuted.

Carvell and Swinfen Green (1970: 10), discussing the
principle of "causation," say that
a person will not be held criminally liable unless his conduct can
be fairly regarded as having caused that event which is the
policy of the criminal law to prevent. This gives rise to the very
difficult problem of causation. The judges cannot be said to
have evolved any scientific principles on this subject, and are
very much guided by their sense of fairness in the individual
case.

In R. v. Ebong (1947), after the investigation of the murder
of the deceased had proved abortive, the local chief in the area
invited the 18 villages in the neighborhood for the purposes of
investigating the death of the deceased. Juju was invoked for
the purpose, and it was believed by the people that the person
who caused the death would go mad unless he confessed.
Eleven months later, the accused went to the chief and said
that he had killed the deceased.
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The Court (R. v. Ebong, 1947: 140) held that
in our opinion the confession in this case was voluntary from
the legal point of view and was properly admitted.... To find
otherwise would be getting perilously near to the fallacious
theory that a genuine belief in witchcraft might be a possible
defense to a charge of murder.

Aguda (1974: 46), criticizing this decision, says that
the first sentence of this quotation would appear, with the
greatest respect, to overlook the fact that the question of fear is
always a subjective one and that when a person is frightened by

any object whatsoever, his action or utterance thereafter
becomes one done or uttered under a threat or fear. The
argument contained in the second sentence of the quotation
would appear, with respect, to be non-sequitur.

It is very difficult to support the opinions of Dr. Aguda
expressed above. In the case, 18 communities were summoned

and the threat was issued to them. If the accused was the only
person summoned at the time and the threat was issued to him,
Dr. Aguda's views expressed above would have been justified,
in that at the time of the confession, the threat was still
operating on his mind. To argue that he was induced to make
the confession because of the threat of supernatural powers is
untenable.

In Gadam M. v. R. (1954), the appellant's wife had a

miscarriage and was mortally ill. This he attributed to he

having been bewitched by 2 women, and he struck one of the
on the head with a hoe handle in the belief that striking her
would destroy the spell. She died of the blows. The defense
pleaded provocation. The court, however, rejected this, and
held that the belief was unreasonable, not minding the fact that
it is shared by a vast majority of the community.
It is curious, however, that the court rejected out of hand the

belief in witchcraft. To base the argument on provocation is
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unacceptable, since it could not be proved that the man was
provoked when he was striking the head of the deceased with
the hoe handle. On the other hand, in a place like Nigeria where
most people believe in supernatural powers like witchcraft,
anyone who genuinely kills another in the mistaken belief that
the deceased was bewitching him or anyone in his household
should have the sentence reduced to manslaughter.
In R. v. Konkomba (1952), the accused believed that the
deceased was the cause of the death of one of his brothers and
the illness of the other, and killed him. This was held to be
murder. A plea of self-defense under sections 286 and 288 of
the Criminal Code was rejected as unreasonable.
Brett and Maclean (1974: s. 1885), commenting on this case,
say that
it is, with respect, difficult to see how the accused's fear of

immediate danger to his own life can constitute provocation.

One would support the views expressed above. A claim of
self-defense is not tenable in a case like this, when it has not

been shown that the deceased was already attacking the
accused.

It would also be difficult to establish provocation at the time
the accused killed the deceased. The fear that the deceased in
perpetrating such horrible atrocities might one day inflict such
severe injuries on him cannot amount to provocation in law.
But a genuine belief, that the deceased had bewitched his
brothers, and that he had killed the deceased as a result of this

belief, should normally reduce the murder to manslaughter.
In R. v. Eriyamremu (1959), the accused killed her grand-

daughter, who was living with her, apparently without any
motive or malice. In her statement to the police, she said:
between the night of Tuesday and Wednesday my mates in
witchcraft came to my house and instructed me to kill my
grand-daughter, Oyinbo, and I killed her that very night with a
stick which is still in my room, and before this done, I held her
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two legs, swinged her round my head and knocked her
floor three times. All these being done in the night. After the
death, I use a hatchet to cut her two legs and I threw the hatchet
to a brook."

The defense of insanity was raised but the court rejected this.
The court (R. v. Eriyamremu, 1959: 172) said that
her defence of insanity must therefore fail because mental
infirmity which is self induced is not natural and is not a defence
to insanity under the provisions of s.28 of the Criminal Code.

Aguda (1965: 269), in criticizing this decision, said that what
to look for in cases of this nature is
whether the belief in witchcraft has impaired the mental faculty
of the accused to such an extent as to amount to a disease of the
mind either of a temporary or of a permanent nature, and then
to see if as a result of such a disease of the mind the accused was
deprived of his capacity to understand what he was doing at the
time of the act in question.

One feels rather surprised at the opinions expressed here by

Dr. Aguda. It is a common knowledge that a belief in
supernatural powers is widely held in most countries in Afr
most especially in Nigeria. To approach the problem like a
European unused to the African way of life is most disappointing. How could anyone ascribe a belief in witchcraft to
insanity? If this has been accepted by the courts, it means that
about 80% or more of the Nigerians will be declared insane.
Such a view will only make a mockery of the criminal law.
In Hill v. Baxter (1958: 283), the defendant was charged with
dangerous driving and with failing to conform to a traffic sign
(under s. 11 and 49(b) Road Traffic Act, 1930 respectively). His
defense was that he did not remember anything about the

driving and that he had become unconscious as a result of
sudden illness. The Magistrate found that he must have

exercised skill in driving to the scene of the alleged offenses
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that he was not conscious of what he was doing for some time
previous to that point. He then dismissed the charges. The
prosecution appealed.
Lord Goddard, in his judgment, said:
I agree that there may be cases where the circumstances are such
that the accused could not really be said to be driving at all.
Suppose he had a stroke or an epileptic fit, both instances of
what may properly be called acts of God; he might well be in the
driver's seat even with his hands on the wheel, but in such a state
of unconsciousness that he could not be said to be driving.

Lord Goddard, however, allowed the appeal, since the
evidence fell short of what would justify holding that the man
was in an automatous state.

So one can similarly dismiss the defense of insanity adduced
in the case of R. v. Eriyamremu (1959) as unacceptable, since

the man appeared to know what he was doing at the time of
committing the crime.

In conclusion, the powers of native medicine or Juju and
those of witchcraft are mainly supernatural powers that cannot
be scientifically analyzed. To get the best result, it is strongly
suggested that all the cases involving supernatural powers

should be sent to specialists in native or traditional medicine
for analysis.
Secondly, the Nigerian Government should now set up

research institutes for studies in traditional medicine. The st
of such institutes should consist of medical doctors, paramedical men, and native doctors employed on full time basis. They
should investigate the extent to which these powers can be
harnessed to make them tools for progress rather than for

destruction, for which they have always been used.
Thirdly, in the interim, it is suggested that anyone who holds
himself out as possessing supernatural powers with which he

has harmed another person should be dealt with by the courts
as having attempted to cause public mischief. To be guilty of
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this, the deed must have been done and the accused must have
voluntarily confessed to this.

Fourthly, anyone who, as in R. v. Nwaoke (1959), puts Juju
in another man's house with a view to threatening him, and the
person threatened is induced by such fear to harm himself, the
former should be held responsible for such an act and should
be punished under s. 210 of the Criminal Code. However, if the
person was forced to take his own life as a result of this threat,
the fact that the deceased took his own life by his own act
should not absolve the accused. He should be charged and

convicted under s. 310 of the Criminal Code, which deals with
causing death by threats.

Lastly, no law can exist in vacuo. It should reflect the

yearning aspirations of the' people. Nigerian Criminal Law is
still the product of our colonial heritage, and this is why it does
not in many cases reflect the positive thinking of most

Nigerians. This article has only highlighted some problems in
the area of supernatural powers and the criminal law, and
attempted some solutions to these problems. It has not dealt
with all the problems exhaustively. Efforts should now be
made to do further research on this topic and also to revise

many of the provisions of the Criminal Codes to make them
accord with reality.
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